An electronic transaction system is a set of participants and their interactions towards an efficient and secured exchange of message between the participants. A secured electronic message transaction system has been designed, developed and implemented where Hill Cipher Cryptosystem is used as the encryption-decryption process with dynamic keys. For this process, any transacted message is to be inputted into the proposed system, and then a matrix of the message length is calculated with its inverse matrix. The calculated inverse matrix is sent to the receiver where he/she used it as the key for the cryptosystem. The key matrix and the Hill Cipher technique have been used to generate the cipher text. The message digest algorithm MD5 operations have been used on the message to generate the digest of the message. The generated digest is concatenated with the encrypted message and is sent to the destination. In the receiver end, the intended receiver first computes the digest of the message by performing the message digest algorithm MD5 and compares it with the received digest that establishes the data integration and non-repudiation of the proposed system. The receiver then decrypts the received encrypted message using the Hill Cipher technique with the received inverse matrix and retrieve the message properly which establishes the message confidentiality and authentication. The proposed system has been implemented using the Java programming and analyzed for several applications. Finally, the fundamental security services have been measured and analyzed. This may be applicable for cryptographic applications.
INTRODUCTION
Cryptography is a mechanism that is used to design and implement secure electronic message transaction system, where plain texts are transmit after encryption with the encryption algorithm. The encryption algorithm forms with secret key value and an algorithm, is used to produce the cipher text that is to be sent to the destination. The receiving end, to produce a plain text from the received cipher text, decryption algorithm and decryption key is used. Symmetric key consist same values in both sender and receiver side that is used for encryption of plain text and for decryption of cipher text. Asymmetric key consist different values in both sender and receiver side. Different symmetric-key cryptographic techniques and message authentication processes are employed to design a secured message transaction system. With this paper, Hill Cipher generation technique with dynamic key generations are considered for designing the cryptographic system and a simple but strong secured message authentication for implementing the digit concatenation. Secured electronic message transaction system requires the key generation, key distribution and management, and the security services established by the session-keys. Electronic message transaction system is used to transform information over the internet between communication parties as an electronic form. For secure transaction over the internet, secret key crypto system is used to build up the basic building blocks [1] [9] .
The next part of this paper is structured as follows. A background study has been point out in section 2. In section 3, Present conventional message transaction approaches have been presented. Section 4 and 5 holds the methodology and implementation of our proposed secure message transaction system. Security analysis of our implemented system has been done in section 6. Conclusions and future works have been presented in section 8 and 9.
BACKGROUND STUDY
In cryptography, digital signature scheme is used to identify the security properties of a handwritten signature on paper. To build up a digital signature at least three algorithms need to have those key generation algorithm, a signature algorithm and a verification algorithm. Key generation algorithm selects a private key uniform at random, from a set of possible private keys and the algorithm outputs the private key and a corresponding public key. A signature algorithm which given a message, a private key and produces a signature. A verification algorithm which given a message, public key and a signature, either accepts or rejects. It gives two benefits, those are Authentication, which is used to identify the message originator and Integrity that gives the opportunity to determine if any alteration happens during the transmission of messages between communication parties. There are many kind of digital signature algorithm and they are applicable with variety of applications. Few of those are RSA (Rivest-Samir-Adleman algorithm), FDH (Full Domain Hash), DSA (Digital signature algorithm), SHA (Secure hash algorithm), Aggregate Signature, and Schnorr Signature [8] .
MD5 (Message-Digest algorithm 5) is a cryptography hash function and works with 128-bit hash value. Ron Rivest, who has been designed this algorithm in 1991 to replace an earlier hash function, MD4 (Message-digest protocol 4). It is a widely used algorithm in cryptography and often used to check the For example, a 43-byte ASCII input and the corresponding MD5 hash; MD5 ("The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog") = e4d909c290d0fb1ca068ffaddf22cbd0. Even a small change in the message will (with overwhelming probability) result in a completely different hash, due to the avalanche effect. For example, adding a period to the end of the sentence; MD5 ("The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.") =e4d909c290d0fb1ca068ffaddf22cbd0. Even a small change in the message will (with overwhelming probability) result in a completely different hash, due to the avalanche effect. For example, adding a period to the end of the sentence, MD5 ("The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.") = e4d909c290d0fb1ca068ffaddf22cbd0. The hash of the zerolength string is MD5 ("") = d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf84 27e, [9] .
An interesting multi-letter cipher is the "Hill Cipher", developed by the mathematician Lester Hill in 1929. The encryption algorithm takes m successive plaintext letter and substitutes for the m cipher text letters. The substitution is determined by m linear equations in which each character is assigned a numerical value (a = 0, b = 1 ... z = 25). For m = 3 the system can be described as follows. Continuing in this fashion, the cipher text for the entire plaintext PAY MORE MONEY is LNS HDL EWM TRW, i.e. C = E K (P) = LNS HDL EWM TRW. Decryption requires using the inverse of the matrix K. The inverse K -1 of a matrix K is defined by the The matrix inverse is
CONVENTIONAL MESSAGE TRANSACTION APPROACHES
Presently, there are a number of approaches for electronic message transactions and most of them are based on message authentication codes (MAC). In message authentication operations, the following four important aspects are to be verified: (a) the contents of the messages have not been altered, (b) the source is authentic, (c) the message is timely, i.e., it has not been artificially delayed and replayed and (d) the sequence relative to other messages flowing between two parties is correct. In [1] , four message transaction approaches have been presented based on MAC, Message authentication and confidentiality.
In the first approach, a secret-key cryptographic system (C) is applied on the message (M) with a secret-key (K) to produce the message authentication code (MAC) and then the produced MAC is concatenated with the message and send it to the receiver. In the receiving end, the receiver compute the MAC from the message by using the same cryptosystem and the same secret key and then compare it with the received MAC. If the generated MAC and the received MAC are equal, then it assures the authentication of the communicated message. The second approach provides the authentication but not the confidentiality, because the message as a whole is transmitted in the plaintext. Confidentiality can be provided by performing message encryption, and is done in the third approach with the MAC algorithm. In both the cases two separate keys are needed each of which is shared by the sender and the receiver. In the first case, the MAC is generated with the message as input and is then concatenated (| |) to the message. The entire block is then encrypted. In the second case, the message is encrypted first, then the MAC is generated using the resulting cipher text and is concatenated (| |) to the cipher text form the transmitted block. A high level message authentication and confidentiality process has been presented in the fourth approach. In this process, two encryption techniques with two separate keys are used to encrypted message and encrypted MAC and concatenated them with each other and then send them to the destination. In the receiver end, MAC is generated and compared it two times to assure the authentication of the message with another level of security and then retrieve the message with confidentiality of the electronic transaction system. The studied approaches are used in different aspects with the imposing security services. Their security measures are presented in the following 
METHODOLOGY
Our proposed secured electronic transaction technique with its methodology, algorithmic approach and the flow diagram of the system is derived in the following subsections. 
Methodology for Message Transaction
The Methodology derives the steps to use the secure electronic message transaction using the proper digital signature scheme.
i. Preparing for Transaction: Initially we select the Transmitter.jar from the Runnable folder inside the Hill Cipher folder, which brings the window to write message and send to the receiver. At first, the sender has to write the User ID and Password, which is used to secure the message transaction. There is a big text box below, which is for the message to type and send to the receiver.
ii. Message Acceptance: The transacting message contains maximum size of 1024 kb. iii. Destination Information: For sending messages to the receiver, the sender should put the IP address and the Port address. The Port address is set to 9000 by default to the both end. The IP address must be known by the sender for communicating with the receiver. iv. Key Generation: A key length is taken to generate a key for the sender and for the receiver too. A key generator is created to generate the key which specifies the dimension of the square matrix which in this case is the encrypted matrix. v. Digest Generation: For message digest, the method used is, the MD5 (Hash) Algorithm. vi. Encryption Process: The number that is specified as the size of the matrix is the number of characters taken and it continues till the string is exhausted. Then it is putted in a column matrix and multiplied with the encrypted matrix to get the encrypted text. After the completion of the encryption process, the original message is then digested and concatenated (| |) with the encrypted message. vii. Sending the Generated and Encrypted Key: After successful completion of the encryption, the sender hits the send button with declaring the correct destination address of the receivers and sends the transacted message. 
Algorithmic Approaches
The algorithm has been divided into two phases. In the 1 st phase, Sender Generates the message to send through some steps of encryption and in the 2 nd phase the receiver receives the message and decrypt with some methods. The authentication process is done in the receiver end, if the authentication is done properly then the message is displayed or else it is damaged or dropped. The complete algorithm is given below.
Phase -1: (Sender Site)
Step 1: Generating the Inverse Matrix (M -1 ), so that (M X M -1 ) is the IDENTITY MATRIX (I). Then send M -1 to the Receiver.
Step 2: Generating a Key, using the length of the Key Matrix (K) generating a Square Matrix (M).
Step 3: Taking the Message (N) and encrypting using the Key Matrix (M) following the "HILL CIPHER" to produce cipher text.
Step 4: Digesting (D) message (N), using MD5 and Concatenate || with the Cipher text (C), then sent to the Receiver.
Phase -2: (Receiver Site)
Step 1: Received (C) is Decrypted using the M -1 (Key) received.
Step 2: Message Retrieved using the HILL CIPHER Decryption Technique.
Step 3: Digested using MD5
Step 4: Comparing the Received (D) by the Digest (D´).
Step 5: Comparison Succeeded, then the Message (M) is displayed in the output.
Flow Diagrams
A flow diagram is a graphical means of presenting, describing, or analyzing a process or the nature of the project. The boxes represent the steps through which the encryption process worked and established communication [3] . There are two flow diagrams shown in Fig 1 bellows. A secured message transaction process has been designed, developed and implemented by using Java programming language. The contributions of section are to present the methodology of the system, algorithmic approach and the flow diagrams both in the sender site and the receiver site. This establishes the clear presentation of the proposed electronic message transaction system. 
IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed electronic message transaction system has been implemented using java programming. The possible errors of the system are identified and discussed. The software is executed for three examples and the produced cipher text and the retrieved message are analyzed and discussed in the following sub sections. For convenience, we just provided one test result.
Implemented Message Transaction Procedures
The message transaction software is built using the Java platform and digital signature scheme. Step 2: The Transmitter.jar contains ID, Password, Transaction Message, Encrypt Message, IP address, Port, Send, and Close.
Step 3: The Sender should complete the full input in the Transmitter.jar window. Any objects kept empty will display an empty error message while sending.
Step 4: The Sender inputs the ID and Password to ensure the authentication for transmission and the ID is being displayed in the receiver end, which is easier for the receiver to identify the sender. The encryption button is to see the message encryption codes. The IP address contains the destination or the receivers IP address and the Port address is assigned 9000 by default.
Step 5: After completing every input, then the send button is used to send the message to the receiver.
Step 6: The Receiver.jar file should be opened in the receiver end during the message transaction. If the sender succeeds to send message then the receiver end will have a message displayed in the Receiving window.
Step 7: The Receiver.jar contains a decrypt button to see the message received from the sender
Possible Errors
The possible errors of the developed system are presented below:
i. If the sender missed to input any field in the Transmitting window, then an input error or "Please enter password/id/message" will display.
ii. If an invalid IP address is put then, no message will be send.
iii. If the key file doesn't matches with the destination key files, then key mismatch failure notice will display.
Analysis of Implemented Message Transaction System
The software that is build using the java language is tested below with some examples to proof the secure message transactions that are being done Example: Manik is trying to communicate with the IP 192.168.0.8 writing some secret message, which will be encrypted and then will be finally sent to the destination IP using the port 9000. The sender Manik uses the Transmitter.jar window to write the message with inputting the following objects properly and sent to the receiver. The Encrypt Message displays the secret message, which is being encrypted by using the Hill Cipher encryption method. 
Result Analysis
From the above figures and codes that is being generated, it is determined that, a secure message communication is being occurred between the receiver and the sender. From the example we seen, Manik is trying to communicate with the receiver (192.168.0.8). Before this, to examine whether the message is securely transmitted or not, we compare the encrypted code before sending and after sending to the receiver. Generally it is proofed that, the message is securely transmitted to the destined receiver. The Input/output analysis makes a conclusion, which, for a digital electronic transaction of secure messages is proofed with this software, by verifying the codes and equalizing them. i.e.; secure message transaction is successful within the sender and the receiver. Any cryptographic system is measured when it works properly. The proposed electronic message transaction system has been implemented using java programming language. The java is selected as the programming language because of its simplicity, widely acceptance and better security.
SECURITY ANALYSIS
This section presents the fundamental security services that are established by our proposal, electronic message transaction system. Any security system establishes the fundamental security services those includes authentication, data confidentiality, Data integrity and non-repudiation. Our proposed system performs all the services properly. All the security services are analyzed and depicted bellows.
i. Authentication: Since the entire message in the communication system is encrypted with the dynamic Hill Cipher technique and performs the message digest operation in the sender site; and in the receiver site, the digest is again computed and compared with the received digest. So it establishes the authentication of the system.
ii. Data Confidentiality: The encryption technique of the proposed system is Dynamic Hill Cipher and it establishes the message confidentiality of the system. Encrypted message cannot known to all these except the genuine receiver who knows the key matrix.
iii. Data Integrity: Since the message of the transmitted system remain same and the modified message digest cannot matches with the received message. So this system establishes data integrity of the message in the proposed system iv. Non-repudiation: Since only the sender and the receiver can know the key matrix and performs its inverse matrix, so the sender can not deny the communication and that is why, the system establishes the nonrepudiation.
All the security services of a secured transaction system exist in the proposed system; and so on it is treated as a secured message transaction system. The established security services by the proposed electronic message transaction system are presented in the Table 2 bellows. 
CONCLUSIONS
Secured message transactions are very much demandable in high-speed telecommunication networks. Several conventional message transaction approaches have been studied and realized. A secured electronic message transaction system has been designed, developed and implemented where Hill Cipher Cryptosystem is used as the encryption-decryption process with dynamic keys. For this process, any transacted message is to be inputted into the proposed system, and then a matrix of the message length is calculated with its inverse matrix. The calculated inverse matrix is sent to the receiver where he/she used it as the key for the cryptosystem. The key matrix and the Hill Cipher technique have been used to generate the cipher text. The message digest algorithm MD5 operations have been used on the message to generate the digest of the message. The generated digest is concatenated with the encrypted message and is sent to the destination. In the receiver end, the intended receiver first computes the digest of the message by performing the message digest algorithm MD5 and compares it with the received digest that establishes the data integration and non-
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Propos ed System √ √ √ √ repudiation of the proposed system. The receiver then decrypts the received encrypted message using the Hill Cipher technique with the received inverse matrix and retrieve the message properly which establishes the message confidentiality and authentication. The proposed system has been implemented using the Java programming and analyzed for several applications. Finally, the fundamental security services have been measured and analyzed. This may be applicable for cryptographic applications.
FUTURE WORKS
Research in secured electronic transactions system a diverse and mathematically sophisticated practice and so there are many scopes to do further works. In the current era of electronic communication, security issues are the top and central concern and thus are in high demand. The work in this paper implies that more effort must be spent in designing a security protocol for high demanding wireless communication for short time transactions or very effective in video conferences, and so group key generation techniques and distribution techniques will be needed for further works.
Key distribution process is a vital issue to build a secured electronic transaction system and so more effort should be put for designing more secured key distribution protocols and for key management protocols to design even better protocols. Security services are much more desirable for a secured electronic transaction system and so further effort may be applied to enhance the services including non-repudiation that is not considered in this study. Furthermore, to speed-up the electronic information transfers through the internet all the operations for key distribution, and security services should be reduced and be improved. It is possible to obtain faster, reliable, authenticate and non-repudiated service issues in the electronic transaction system. Now it is the plan to concentrate more efforts in this are in the future
